
 

 

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS: Holiday INTENSIVE swimming 

PREP Learn to Swim 1: a beginner class for children who have had limited exposure to 

swimming and no formal swimming lessons. The aim of this class is to familiarize students with the water, 
build their confidence, develop independence and safety / survival skills along with developing the 
foundations of stroking with a strong emphasis on correct kicking, floating and gliding. Max 3 per class. 
(approx. age 4-5yrs)  

Prep Learn to Swim 2: Is for the independent swimmer who is water confident and beginning 

stroking. The class aims to develop breath control, freestyle stroking and coordinated kicking to prepare 
the children for learning side breathing in Prep 3. Backstroke, and independent front and back kicking and 
floating are also practiced. Max 4 per class.  

PREP Learn to Swim 3: Children are at a “water safe” level, and independently floating, kicking 

streamline and developing controlled coordinated freestyle stroking. The main focus of this class is to 
introduce side breathing technique in freestyle, along with increasing kicking strength, independent 
backstroke techniques and dolphin kicking. Swimming in the deep end, sculling, squat dives and 
somersaults are also introduced. Max 4 per class.  

ADVANCED Learn to Swim 1: Children must be able to correctly stroke freestyle and 

backstroke, have learnt introductory one side breathing in freestyle, dolphin kick and perform full water 
safety skills. The aim of the class is to develop more advanced freestyle technique including independent bi 
lateral side breathing to 12m as well as competent backstroke technique. Foundation skills of butterfly and 
breaststroke kicking will also be introduced along with diving, tumble turns and backstroke starts. Max 4 
per class.  

ADVANCED Learn to Swim 2: This is the final level of Learn to Swim. The main focus is to 

further develop efficient and rhythmic freestyle stroking and side breathing for 25m. Continuous flowing 
backstroke over 25m with correct pulling pattern is also practiced, along with full stroke butterfly and basic 
breaststroke technique. Standing dives, tumble turns, treading water for up to 60 seconds and backstroke 
starts and finishes are skills also developed in this class. Max 6 students per class.  

STROKE PERFECTION: a 60 minute class designed for STROKE Development 1 & 2 swimmers 

focused on further developing swimmers rhythm and flow across all strokes. This HOLIDAY ONLY class 
introduces advanced level techniques and offers extra focus time for the all important starts, turns, and 
streamlines. A lot of variety and interesting drills to stimulate a better feel for the water and aquatic 
efficiency. 

HOLIDAY Squad: 75 minute daily sessions for all squad level swimmers, taking time to work on 

stroke flow and efficiency, improve speed, endurance, fitness and have some fun with water polo, breath 
control, fin swimming and fin racing. 

 


